
THE ISSUES OF THE THREE PRISONERS IN THE PANOPTICON

3. J. Bentham, Panopticon (Dublin ). The PanopHcon centers on an architectural . The failure of state-run prisons and
the problems of court-led reform.

In their study of CCTV camera installations in British cities, Nicholas Fyfe and Jon Bannister called central
and local government policies that facilitated the rapid spread of CCTV surveillance a dispersal of an
"electronic panopticon". While acceptance for corporal punishment diminished the state gained the right to
administer more subtle methods of punishment, such as to observe. The variety within the pauper population,
consisting of all ages and coming from a wide variety of backgrounds and occupations, required a much
greater degree of discrimination in treatment. To illustrate, the point is not to create a good and steady
carpenter, but to know how and where to put a nail in a piece of wood as efficiently as possible. Will we feel
exposed under the gaze of a central tower? Deleuze coins this the dividual. Have the panoptic characteristics,
then, increased rather than decreased in the last two Panopticons, which allow a wider gaze? This led to the
widespread use of the panopticon in literature, comic books, computer games and TV series. Without physical
ownership and without an explicit sense of exposure I do not normalise my actions. From the perspective of
users and visitors of these online places, the high level of surveillance, in the form of tracking and being
tracked, watching and being watched, or sharing and being shared, is not necessarily negative: Characteristic
of online social networking is the sharing of activities, preferences, beliefs, etc. Indeed, the watcher cannot be
seen, and there is a constant mediated gaze that, like the watcher in the watchtower, might see everything. The
mill was built between and and was used for production until the late 19th century. The Panopticon should be
seen as a template, which can and should be adapted to the specific circumstances of other parts of society, in
which methods of control are more complicated and accompanied by increasing exceptions to continuous
individual supervision. This has laid the foundations of surveillance theory in the form of a conceptual
framework that still resonates today. The move from one to the other represents the formation in the
seventeenth and eighteenth century of a disciplinary society. Thus, specific forms of panoptic control upon
them can also change. It perfects the operations of power by increasing the number of people who can be
controlled, and decreasing the number needed to operate it. The above leads to a way of thinking and applying
the concept of the Panopticon as a metaphor to describe a phenomenon that has been coined panopticism. In
keeping with Bentham's ideas, none of the cells had doors. This has triggered the emergence of a scholarly
discipline called surveillance studies, a multidisciplinary field covering both theoretical and empirical
accounts of past, current and near-future surveillance in society. In this, the newspaper has a key role,
delivering information concerning misrule amongst the people and examining and criticising misrule Kaino  In
, Mike Davis reviewed the design and operation of a shopping mall , with its centralised control room, CCTV
cameras and security guards, and came to the conclusion that it "plagiarizes brazenly from Jeremy Bentham's
renowned nineteenth-century design". With regards to the panopticon, Deleuze argued that "enclosures are
moulds In the s and s the emerging behavioural science approach led to skills testing and recruitment
processes that sought out employees that would be organisationally committed. The mode of governance,
however, shifts from a sovereign society Foucault understood sovereign practices as seeking mainly to affirm
control over a territory and secure the loyalty of subjects, in a somewhat static and rigid manner through
binary prohibitions, see Valverde to one of discipline, which represents a shift in method as well as in object,
from populations to individuals. Presidio Modelo in Cuba, photo taken  When everybody can potentially be
under surveillance, people will internalise control, morals and valuesâ€”discipline is thus a type of power, a
strategy and a kind of technology. Because the controlled is at the center and surrounded by those who watch
early surveillance studies treats social media as a reverse panopticon. In phase 3, surveillance scholars re-visit
and build on concepts and theories from phases 1 and 2. As a result, control societies not only exercise a
different method of governing and as such form a fault-line in thinking about surveillance and the types of
societies that surveillance creates. The difference lies in the process and the method. Due to vast and
seemingly radical technological changes that information and communication technologies ICTs have brought
about since roughly the s, the term surveillance has been spreading both in meaning and substance and has
been theorised from a large range of disciplines. Besides, many current data entries are not obligatory or
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forcedâ€”often people provide them happily and voluntarilyâ€”which makes it difficult to analyse
dataveillance in terms of a digital Panopticon or as disciplining power. It has become the most widely used
metaphor for surveillance, becoming almost its synonym. Bentham believed that many places become
monitored because the people ensure good behaviour on part of their rulers through the instrument of publicity
transparency Schofield  The subject of surveillance is being watched with a certain purpose, which can be
controlling and disciplining the subject into certain behaviour or a set of norms, but alsoâ€”possibly at the
same timeâ€”protecting and caring for that subject. Deleuze observed that Foucauldian institutions and their
ways of disciplining no longer existed, or at least were shifting into other modes of surveillance and exercising
power. Perhaps not, but with habits and physical stats charted against the norm, we will feel scrutinised
nevertheless. The existence of a whole set of techniques and institutions for measuring and supervising
abnormal beings brings into play the disciplinary mechanisms created by the fear of the plague. The third and
fourth Panopticons have fewer panoptic and even anti-panoptic features. The Enlightenment, which invented
the liberties, also invented the disciplines. Many online environments, especially social networking sites boyd
and Ellison , serve as interesting places of study, since many beliefs, ideas and opinions are shared there. The
position of the prime minister is at the centre of an oval-shaped building. Nevertheless, the British government
placed an increasing emphasis on prisoners doing meaningful work, instead of engaging in humiliating and
meaningless kill-times.


